REVIEWS

which are created using a stenciling technique-introducing an expressive fluidity while obscuring a message on the surface. In fact, the nvo
panels, seen side by side from a distance, revealed the date 1976 in
Arabic numerals. This is the year of Mao Tse-tung's death and the end
of the Cultural Revolution. But it also marks the beginning of Huang's
career as an artist and poet (in 1,979 he would found Today, an independent underground literary magazine, and cofound the Stars group,
of which Ai Veiwei was also a member), as well as a watershed moment
in Chinese visual art.
It is not surprising that the artist plans to create a diptych based on
1 989, the year of the events of Tiananmen Square, when, influenced
by the Japanese avant-garde, he became interested in performance
and installation. The painting 1976 was accompanied by In Search of
Trigrams,201,6, a ritualistic performance in which the artist-shaman
and other performers slowly walked in a circle. Their masks, like
Huang's most recent paintings, bore the characters of the Book of
Changes that correspond to the four elements. Like the ticking of a

clock outside time, the clink of little bells evoked-or perhaps
attempted to exorcise-the memory of the past.
Riccardo Venturi
Translated from Italian by Marguerite Shore.
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Although he was born in Berlin, I've never thought of Ernst §Tilhelm
Nay as a particularly German painter. For Nay himsel{, though, being
German was something hard to escape. German artists in the postwar
decades had to contend with suspicion, if not antipathy, on the international stage. Considering this, Nay did quite well, although his
success was possibly helped by the fact that his later paintings corresponded well with the American Abstract Expressionism of his generation. The exhibition "Nay 7964" offered a closer look into one
specific series from Nay's late work: his so-called " Augenbilder" (Eye
Paintings), 19 63-64. Eight of them were on display, including two that
were included in Nay's presentation at the third Documenta, in
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1964, which contributed to his
brief international success in the
years before his death in 7968.
In this show there was one work
that does link Nay to a German
style of painting-say, that of
Georg Baselitz-with its sovereign
and somewhat angry brushwork:
the dark Augen (Eyesl,1963,in

which roughly a dozen ocular
forms appear in a frenzy. Some little blue spots shine through the
predominantly black, white, and
gray. In the other paintings, color
and atmosphere were lighter and
there was more of a feeling of a

balanced compositional whole.

Even though the rvorks look
dynamic and vivid, the.v don't con-

vey the feeling of a subjective
touch. They are more like spatial
color explorations that use circular

forms as a basic module. They seem the work of a painter who is, above
all, fascinated by perception and does not want to appear himself in the
work. In each painting one or several eyes were present; only in two
cases does this create the impression of an actual face: in Die Nacht
(The Night), 7963, and,less obviously, in Astral, 1964.ln the other

works the eyes acted as independent forms. Primary colors were
favored, together with black and white, giving the show a certain clarity and consistency.
Still, surrounded by so many eyes, one had the feeling of being
watched. Should they be read symbolically-as evil eyes, surreal windows to eroticism, or spiritually all-seeing? The eight paintings offered
quite different possibilities but no speci6c answers. In most of them an
almond shape surrounds the circle forms, confirming the appearance
of an eye. They act as energetic fields of color, with fragments of figuration rather than defining some descriptive form. Meteor, 1.964,
includes, among others, a striped eye above one that swirls like the
eye of a storm. In Blaufeuer (Blue Fire), a dripping eye appears; in
Äquinoktien (Equinoxes), '1,964, an unfinished eye neighbors another
with a propeller-[ike extension.
Nay's paintings are monumental and carefully orchestrated, but they
also contain accidental elements, such as drips and sprays or the
implicit figuration that pops up amid the abstract forms. One detects
an affinity with the formal simplicity and clarity of the late work of
Matisse. In that sense, the work escapes the gravity of being German.
One could wonder, though, if that is entirely a good thing. Nay's
abstract works are well considered, but some feel rather innocuous;
they sometimes lack a subjective edge, a sense of urgency, though the
most biting paintings in the show, Augen and Silberstern (Silver Star),
L964, do bear witness to the artist's creative struggle. Nay had high
hopes for abstract painting as a universal language. His rhetoric on the
topic can, in retrospect, sound quite exaggerated, but his paintings are
not; they are solid and down-to-earth.
Benschop
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Stanislaw Fijalkowski
GALERI E ISABELLA CZARNOWSKA

Until now little known outside Poland, Stanislaw Fijalkowski can
claim, to say the least, a most distinctive artistic lineage: He was a
student of §fiadyslaw Strzemirlski, who in turn had studied with the
modern master Kazimir Malevich. But Fijalkowski is also heir to all the
upheaval that his part of the world has suffered over the past century. He
was born in 1922 in Poland's southeast, "a region that was soaked with
blood in World War II," as Anda Rottenberg and Ory Dessau write in
the gallery press release; the area is now part of Ukraine. During the
war he found himself in a forced-labor camp in Königsberg-the oncePrussian city that is now the Russian enclave of Kaliningrad-and in
its aftermath settled in Lodz, where he studied, taught, and still lives.
Needless to say, then, Fijalkowski's work is hardly imbued with the
crisply declarative forms and optimistic 6lan of prewar Constructivism
and Suprematism. This selection of nineteen paintings and two drawings
made between 1961 and2004, oddly titled "Before and After Abstraction"-all the works were what I'd call abstract, though according to
Rottenberg the artist "is reluctant to call them abstract"-suggested
instead a reticent, pensive, perhaps ambivalent take on pictorial formwhat Fijalkowski calls "a secular equivalent of theology. " §(zith its
simultaneously blunt but sensitive touch and moody, almost muffled
color (the cool end of the spectrum dominated), the work at times put
me in mind of his younger Belgian contemporary Raoul De Keyser,
though the two artists were presumably quite unaware of each other

their work developed. In some
works Fijalkowski seems to be
as

reaching for a zero point of picto-

rial action, as tn 14.1X.61 Manda\a,1,961, a Bray-green square
bounded on all four sides by a red
band, with a single, somewhat
awkward gray line traced from its
center to the bottom of the white
field. This re-marking of the edges
of the canvas is a recurrent gesture of Fijalkowski's; more than
thirty years later, in V Painting
'Waleria,
L992,he uses a blue
for
line to mark off a rvhite rectangle
lit up by a red brushstroke at the
bottom, It's as if the very act of
positing a circumscribed area is

what allows the emergence

ing (the glass pane, the window, the framework). A third room, containing the chapter "Language," was reached via a ramp boldly painted
pink: Titled Tongue (all works 2016), it looked like one. Here stood a
pair of black-and-white constructions made of painted wooden laths:
a set of bars and an animal figure, with labels identifying them as yarl
and zrnnA, respectively. Figure recognition, nomenclature, black on
white: after the excursion into nature, the factual asserting itself once
more. A work called Power Line also resembled a telegraph cable.
raising the issue of communication as mediated by technology. On the
floor were boxes of printed T-shirts. For twenty-five euros each, ,vou
could choose between slogans such as yEs/No FUTURE, wHEN ALL IS
SAID AND DONE, UN CAPTIF AMOURTUX, ANd WHAT IS EMPATHY?_ThC

nutshell conversations of a population that wears its messages on its
chests. This room was artificially reduced in size by nearly half. The
wall that was installed on wooden stands to achieve this bore the title
No lilall; the pattern of the wooden laths on the back could be read as
NoNoNoNo: perpetual refusal as a graphic pattern and static necessin'.
The press release (with checklist) was affixed to this surface, and behind
it stood a bar table with stools, the terrace, a view of the greener)-.

within it of some flicker of sig-

"Conversation in a Yes/No Landscape" consistently translated

alkowski, nificant activity. Possibly this is a lesson learned during the years ot
Mandata, communism: the importance of setting aside a zone of privacy, of sep-

theoretical concepts into spatial arrangements; the approach is familiar
from Olesen's previous work. Thus the asphalt pictures transformed
the first room into a maze, giving the visitor no choice but to move in
a zigzag. The hanging here was literally that, which is to say that three
of the 6ve pictures were suspended directly from the ceiling as room
dividers. A certain opening-out took place with "Versatile?"; a conceptually motivated compression with "Language." In this s'ar. rhe
show was spatially organized around a central question: To s'hai
extent is decision-making still possible todag given the evident limitations of binary logic? And yet one does eventually have to choose. for
or against, yes or no. The Latin root of the word conuersafiol means
"to twist" or "to turn": In other words, conversation means entering
into ever new negotiations, repositioning oneself again and again. -\nd
so one of the printed T-shirts bore this message in German: HoRIzo\-

i,iLlä:.

aration, in which unstructured events can occur-a lesson perhaps
harder to apply today when even our privacy has been colonized by
commercial interests. Another red-bounded rectangle, this time framing a 6eld traversed by two turquoise-blue horizontal bands, one
around the middle and one at the bottom, was titled No. VII During
the Martial Law - 31.01.82,1982, clarifying the point of the effort to
clear an autonomous space.
One of the more curious aspects of Fijalkowski's art is his interest,
signaled by many titles, in the Jewish Talmud. (The artist is not Jewish. )
'!(hile
the earlier invocation of the mandala might suggest a meditative
and experiential basis to his pictorial "theology," the Talmud is discursive in character and ethical in import. The crisscrossing bands of
translucent color in XXIV Talmudic Studies and Polisb Talmud XIV,
both t979-works in which the painter's revisions have not obscured
his earlier sequences of marks-may be intended as equivalent to the
Talmudic structure of commentary on previous strata of commentary.
In any case, their shifting 6elds of atmospheric color admirably fulfill
Fijalkowski's ambition to find "an open form that is undetermined and
must be constructed through the process of reception. "
Schuabsky
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Gerry Bibby and Henrik Olesen
DEBORAH SCHAMONI
"Conversation in a YesAJo Landscape." curated bv Nikola Dietrich,
was the first collaboration bets'een Gerrr- Bibbv and Henrik Olesen
(parts of the prolect were prer.iousll- sho's'n at Sismögrafo in Porto,
Portugal). Yes and no, black and rvhite: These s'ere the classic binary
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oppositions articulated in the shos''s first room, titled, "Stra$e"
(Street), with its stark black-and-rvhire painrings on carpets, variations
on the motif of the asphalt street s'ith its center line. Upstairs in a sec-

tion titled "Versatile?" \§e sa\\'a s'ooden easel rvith a transparent glass
pane placed in front of a large s'indos' to reveal a view of the gallery's
surroundings: Here the ardsts explored transparency, projection, framing, and imagination bv s-a.'of an allusion to Magritte. The question
mark in the title suggested rh;r rhis versatility or openness was only
ostensible, and a ball on rhe iloor alluded to the possibility of a shatter-

construction (not exactly a new question) and the naive division man
woman accorded well with the show's in-your-face and at times seliconsciously simplistic presentation, but, finally, thanks to the equal
privileging of and and/or or, which the reader could intuitively fill in
for the slash, it appeared in the end more ambiguous than one mighr
at first have thought'
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